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Carrion Crown Session Summary 07/14/2013 

Attendance 

Everyone but Bruce shows up at the game; unfortunately Ernest doesn’t realize 

he’s the only one who is marginally equipped to take a session summary until we’re well 

underway, so the preamble is minimal. 

 

Character Player Description Class Level 

Oswald Bainbridge Bruce Grizzled Crossbowman Fighter 4 

Vladimir Vampijérovic Matt Pale-skinned Stranger Hungry 

Ghost Monk 

4 

Nigel Snodgrass Patrick Emo-Gothic figure Dirge Bard 4 

Doctor Jegen Vaus Tim Elvish Eurotrash in 

leather pants 

Alchemist 4 

Sredni Vashtar’s Girl Ernest Troubled Vudran Girl 

and her weasel-deity  

Witch 4 

Icobus Basilisk Chris Pale, poor nobleman Oracle 4 

 

Mob Justice, The Best Kind Of Justice 

The second day of the trial of the Beast of Lepidstadt is complete, and so far our 

attempts to gather evidence to show his innocence has had little measureable effect. It 

becomes clear from the grumblings of the townsfolk that mob justice is coming to the 

Beast that night, but we can’t just sit around and wait to shoot some shopkeepers; we also 

need to go to interview the blind witness testifying on Day 3 and investigate the site of 

the complaint on Karb Isle, some 3 miles away. 

 

We hatch a complex plan to get our carnie friends to lead the mob astray by 

claiming the Beast has escaped and is lurking in the brewery. Some combination of 

searching and drinking should keep them busy until we can get back. The carnies don[‘t 

go for the complex version; they want to just distract the crowd with performances and 
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spread word of our goodness, so we assent to that and race over to find Karl the blind 

witness. 

 

Blind Witnesses, The Best Kind Of Witnesses 

We ask around and find his cottage. He invites us in and is quite polite. He says 

that four months ago, the Beast burst in and tore down the lab he was working in, starting 

a fire, and as a result he was blinded!  Dr. Brata was his master, who ran a whole site 

trying to cure deformities and madness in hapless freaks.  Apparently the doc's body was 

never recovered. All Karl can tell us is that he was working away one day when the Beast 

(his description seems to match) came busting out of the on-fire lab like the Kool-Aid 

man. He didn't see him start the fire though, or in fact see him enter. We posit he may 

have been there to get the Doctor’s help (as the Beast is, to be fair, a big freak) and 

flipped out and ran when fire broke out on the grounds that “Fire bad!.” Karl kindly 

warns us of ghasts in the area, so we get our soothesyrup ready.  

 

Karb Isle, Not On My Diet 

We hustle across Viland to Karb Isle, which is in marshland. There's a broken 

building and some gravestones. The ruins are choked with debris and the gravestones 

don't bear the names of anyone we know. We search the site, and Icobus finds a scorched 

metal strongbox. We use acid to get it open, and there's charred papers in it. Sredni 

Vashtar's Girl thinks she could make some of it out, given time. There's also a hole down 

into the cellar. Vladimir looks into the hole and sees some water casks positioned 

underneath for easy climbing. He slow-falls down and sneaks in to scout. There is a 

bunch of heads hanging from chains on the candelabra. “That’s not good,” he thinks. 

 

He comes up and reports; we head down and naturally ghasts jump us as the first 

two people get down into the cellar. Icobus and Vladimir are surrounded by four ghasts. 

Icobus strikes one before he gets bitten. Vladimir gets bitten twice. Dr. Vaus drinks his 

infusion and becomes Ironface! He jumps down, twisting his leg a bit, and begins laying 

about, felling one ghast. 
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Sredni Vashtar's Girl sits in the lotus position bringing good luck to her comrades 

as Nigel sings an inspiring song. The battle rages indecisively for some time. Nigel 

decides to climb down to help and is immediately savaged and paralyzed by a ghast. 

Ironface fells the ghast by Nigel, and only two remain. Girl puts Misfortune on one and 

Icobus starts smacking it. The other paralyzes Vladmir, and Ironface fells that one for its 

trouble as well. After a couple more rounds of slapfighting, they finally take down the 

remaining ghast. Icobus casts an inflict light wounds to get Vladmir up and running, 

which generates some comment by the rest of the group members who make their 

Spellcraft checks. Sredni Vashtar's Girl checks off another box on her "What Is 

Vladimir?" logic diagram. 

 

Ironface takes down the chandelier of skulls. Some show clear signs of deformity 

but we can't tell if any were “normal” and/or the doctor’s; they are too decomposed. 

Vladimir finds a bottle of Vorkstag & Grind Chemical Bleach, 12 silver crossbow bolts, a 

melted gold belt buckle, and an iron bracelet with silver filigree depicting the moon 

eating an owl. We examine it all to no avail. Searching reveals nothing else. Girl goes 

through the papers and finds nothing other than more references to Vorkstag & Grind as a 

supplier for the site. Dr. Vaus knows that they are a human and a gnome and they have a 

Willy Wonka style unmanned factory (as in “no workers ever go in or out”). We decide 

that it’s a weak lead but our only lead, so we go to talk to these alchemists. 

 

Vorkstag & Grind’s Chymick Works 

A tall chimney belches clouds and begrimed windows mark Vorkstag & Grind's 

Chymick Works. Dr. Vaus smells acid and bleach on the air. There's an iron gate, stone 

walls with broken glass atop them, and a bell.  Nigel rings the bell over and over. A man 

opens a high window and tells them "Go away!" The group's repeated entreaties are 

rebuffed. The group pretends to leave and checks out the exterior - it's all leaded grimy 

windows and no doors.  
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The Silence of the Vlads 

The group uses their magical rope to get Vladimir up to a second story window.  

He breaks in through the leaded glass and enters.  When there's a commotion from 

outside he opens up a wardrobe to hide in - and is confronted with a serial killer’s wet 

dream; it has a bunch of human skins and stuff hanging in it, along with a giant 

mongrelman stitched-together skin resembling the Beast! He stifles a scream with both 

hands, then grabs the Beast skin and flings himself out the window towards his surprised 

teammates. "We need perps!" we cry and climb up the rope into the room. He sighs and 

starts climbing again.  

 

There’s still commotion coming from outside the door but no one’s come in yet. 

Dr. Vaus kicks open the door. It's a study full of books and a freaky looking gnome and a 

even freakier looking skinless man. Vaus immediately throws a bomb at the gnome, 

which impacts with a "pop!" Vlad says, "You are stupid for killing people!" and attempts 

to kill him. He kicks him; he jumps backward and tries to hide in the stacks of books. The 

skinless man throws a bomb, hitting Dr. Vaus and wounding the others that are still in the 

closet. (The straight half of the players snickers at this while the gay half rolls their eyes.)   

 

Sredni Vashtar's Girl steps up and, to everyone's surprise, vomits a swarm of 

spiders out onto the skinless man and the latter half of the room! “All my nightmares are 

coming true at once,” laments Nigel. The spiders swarm over the skinless man, biting 

him all over. “That’s gotta hurt,” we reflect. Icobus stabs the skinless man too. Nigel 

starts beating his drums. Dr. Vaus spots the gnome hiding in the detritus and spiders and 

starts smacking at him with his mace. "Why is he attacking that ottoman?" the rest of the 

group thinks. Out of character, he clarifies that an ottoman is a CR4 creature from the 

Tome of Horrors. Vladimir cartwheels into the corner and stabs the hapless gnome with 

his temple sword.  

 

The gnome throws an axe at Girl and hits her! She casts a spell angrily and he is 

blinded by visions of weasels tearing out his eyes; plus the spider swarm poisons the 

skinless man and distracts the gnome. Vladimir runs into the spider swarm to fell the 
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hapless gnome. He lies there with spiders going in and out of his mucus membranes. The 

skinless man hits Icobus with his mace, poisoning him!  They exchange blows while 

Nigel heals Sredni Vashtar's Girl. The skinless man flees, taking a kick from Vladimir as 

he does.  

 

Girl follows him out onto a catwalk three stories up over vats of acid and bleach, 

with choking fumes everywhere. She sees the skinless man starting to climb down a 

ladder.  She uses a slumber hex on him; he succumbs and falls thirty feet to the ground.  

“It’s not the hex that kills you, it’s the fall,” she chortles. Mongrelmen workers look up in 

surprise; various mongrelmen overseers scramble to the attack. Icobus emerges behind 

her and casts a spiritual weapon that starts bashing on the prone, moaning skinless man. 

He gets hit hard and is dazed and blinded by the crit! 

 

Nigel comes out and starts down the ladder. He tries to use a hold person from a 

wand on a mongrelman, but it is too MONSTROUS!  He complains, “These aren’t 

Oompa Loompas at all!  I was promised Oompa Loompas!” Dr. Vaus throws a bomb at 

the catwalk supports and collapses a section, dropping two mongrelmen into a vat of acid 

below! They melt and mutate and struggle and scream Verhoven-style. Vladimir pulls the 

gnome with him out of the spider swarm and jumps and slides down to the floor Jackie 

Chan style. 

 

Sredni Vashtar, weasel god, smells blood and dashes down the ladder-pole and 

latches onto the throat of the prone skinless man!  They both squeal and writhe. Girl puts 

a Misfortune on the man and Icobus hits him with a spiritual tentacle of Azathoth. Nigel 

stabs an attacking mongrelman. Vladimir reaches the ground and flurries on the skinless 

man, downing him. Nigel bellows to the mongrelmen for their surrender and they totally 

cower. 
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Somebody Call a Cop! 

"Let's send a messenger to Judge Deremid, she’ll know what cops are safe to call in 

on this!" Vlad streaks off to deliver the message. 

 

We stabilize and bind the two alchemists. Searching them reveals… 

Grimes, the Gnome: 

 Potion cure light wounds 

 2 vials of acid 

 1 vial of antitoxin 

 masterwork handaxe 

 3 masterwork throwing axes 

 disguise kit 

 holy symbol of Norgorber ("Oh, snap!" says Vladimir. We look around – “Did 

you just hear Vladimir?”) 

 5 doses of blacksmear poison 

 spell component pouch 

 thieves' tools 

 

Vorkstagg, the Skinless Man: 

 2 potions cure light wounds 

 potion  invisibility 

 potion spider climb 

 potion water breathing 

 wand of acid arrow (21) 

 masterwork heavy mace 

 2 doses dust of tracelessness 

 alchemist's kit 

 formula book 

 ring of keys 

 5 assorted poisons 
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CSI: Lepidstadt 

In the alchemy lab is heaps of books, a preserved swamp-man head in a bell jar 

(evidence from the crimes in the swamp village), and wrecked alchemical equipment. 

The cabinet has lots of human skins, including that of the missing Dr. Katarina Vilt. The 

books are of anatomy and surgery. There's an alchemist's kit with three doses of flash 

powder and five of alchemical grease.  "It rubs the lotion into its body or it gets the hose 

again!" 

 

The next room is a bedroom/abattoir full of preserved body parts and... Vladimir!  

He's in there poking around instead of being halfway across town to get help. "What the 

hell are you still doing here?" We hit him with inflict light wounds to see if it's (maybe) 

really him. He gives us some jibber jabber till we make him go get the judge. There's a 

jar with some liquid and a gold key in the bottom. Dr. Vaus identifies it as acid and gets 

the key out for us. "I'm sure this fits some zombie's chastity belt downstairs."  The four-

poster bed is child sized so it is probably the gnome's. It's packed with curios and medical 

oddities.  There's an alchemist's lab and 4 doses of antitoxin.  

 

There's also a ladder to an attic. It is full of strange art and artifacts from distant lands, 

and a ladder goes up to a trapdoor.  A couple small leathery creatures with metal jaws 

swarm all over Nigel as he investigates. They bite him and he starts to feel woozy. He 

retreats and we send Icobus up. Nigel and Vaus join him; between all three of them and a 

hideous flying weasel summoned by Girl they pound the stuffing out of the two weird 

little constructs. The stuff here is from as far away as the Lands of the Mammoth Lords. 

There's a 20 lb. magical mammoth tusk in here; the scrimshaw on it is a magical scroll. 

Bull's Strength, Ice Storm, and Phantom Steed. There’s also ebony tribal masks from tke 

Mwangi Expanse and a silver torc from the Land of the Linnorm Kings that make their 

way into people’s pockets. We try the trap door, and bam it's a sound burst trap. Then 

another homunculus flies down and attacks the stunned Icobus. We flail around a while 

till we take out the homunculus. Up top in a little tower room is a copper lightning rod in 

the shape of a raven eating a wolf, and windows looking down everywhere.  
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The next room is a loading dock.  It looks down into the courtyard, where a 

bizarre golem-dog patrols. Vaus tosses a bomb at it and does little damage. We decide to 

leave it alone. "There is no way this place is not a rape dungeon," says Icobus. "It might 

be a murder dungeon," says Dr. Vaus. "My money is on both," says Nigel. In the 

basement level, we find a room with coffins and bell jars. We wait in front of a door that 

probably contains undead till Vlad returns. 

 

Law & Ordure 

Meanwhile, Vlad gets to Judge Daramid's house and tells her "We have evidence 

the Beast is innocent!"  She sweats him about how talking to her about this is being 

prejudicial to judges and then gives him a note to take to a guardhouse to get the cops 

going. 

 

The guards come to the factory.  The guardsmen cry and vomit at the human skins 

hanging in the wardrobe. We take them down to the basement and find a big room with 

corpses floating in water. They cry and vomit at this too. One of them fumbles with the 

one crossbow bolt he’s allowed to carry on a chain around his neck. Vladimir definitely 

detects undead in the room. They are moderately strong and in the water – not the corpses 

we can see, but hiding underneath. We sigh and try to gaff in a body and then creatures 

burst from the water! They're fast moving corpses and they punch Vaus and Icobus! 

 

Nigel starts beating his ghost drum as Vladimir attacks them. They are fast (like 

monks) and very resistant to our attacks. Nigel's keen sword, however, bites deeply into 

them; he kills the first one neatly, Girl puts Fortune onto him as the second zombie turns 

its attentions to the bard. Icobus heals Nigel as well. The zombie stuns him with a strike 

and drags him underwater. Vaus and Icobus both leap in to help.  Girl puts Misfortune on 

the zombie. The guardsmen went to South Korean police school so they just flip out and 

cry and shoot arrows at random. Vlad tries to rally them by looming over them with his 
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pale skin and long canines, shouting "Undead are all around you!" They are convinced 

and so are their spastic colons. 

 

Icobus splashes around fruitlessly as Nigel tries to get loose. Girl casts Cure 

Moderate Wounds on Sredni Vashtar, who leaps into the water and bites the zombie, 

delivering 20 points of positive energy damage! It spasms like it's being electrocuted and 

is still. After some healing, we get the rest of the corpses out.  

 

Conclusion 

It looks like we happened right onto the best evidence right when we got in; the 

rest is also helpful but we’re happy that we have two alchemist prisoners with a Beast-

suit, some mongrelman workers to interrogate, and a bunch of “we are totally serial 

killers” evidence that the cops saw us not plant. We help the cops yellow-tape off the 

place and decide whether it’s time to go thwart a lynch mob or not.  

 


